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Tickets For Musical
On Sale Now
At Box Office
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Warning To Frosh!
Don't Forget
Your Frosh Rules!

Vol. XXXII

Kaleidoscop<
By WALTER WRIGHT

• r* \
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The organization known as "The
Scroll and Stylus," which two years
ago gasped apologetically and sub
sided into a coma, is being prodded
into life once more. There may be
a possibility that this new group will
be unique among societies of the
type, and actually accomplish some
thing. Two years ago it was made
up of individuals whose special quali
fications for membership seemed to
be that they almost never set stylu_
to scroll at all, and, when they did,
only long enough to meet the require '
ment entitling them to come to a
meeting where they could talk about
the novel they were going to write
next month. Those meetings were
literally pregnant with unwritten
novels, all of which were going to
capture for all time what was various
ly known as the American rhythm,
the futility of it all . . . the lost gen
eration, etc. By the time the next
meeting rolled around there was
always a bigger and better epic in
gestation, patterned title and all,
after whatever vexatious angel hap
pened then to be troubling the waters.
* * *
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Junior College Debaters
Harangue At Pacific
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Box Office Sales Begin
For All-College Musicale

Five Schools Already Entered In Tourney;

Stage Settings and Costumes to be Colorful;

Stockton J. C. Has Four Teams

Group Rehearsals Start This Week

College of the Pacific will sponsor an Invitational tournament for
junior college and lower division debaters from Pacific Coast colleges on
February.10, 11 and 12.
Among the schools whose registrations are in Dr. Roy C. McCall's
hands at press time are Bakersfield J. C., Riverside J. C., Coalinga In
stitute and Sacramento J. C. Later*
—
registrations are almost certain to
swell this total greatly.
In addition to debating, extempor
aneous speaking and oratory contests
will form important parts of the tour
nament. No idea as to the possible
number of contestants in these divi
sions can be determined as yet.
STOCKTON TEAM
Stockton Junior College will have
as large entry lists as can be ar
ranged. Two men's debate teams and
one women's team will compete for
the local institution. Gregg Phifer
and Martin Pulich, veterans of last
season's campaign, will be the num
ber one Stockton men's debate entry.
Bill Biddick and Trevor Griffiths
form the' other men's team, while
Gladys Bartholomew and Christina
Vanden Akker compete in the wo
men's division.
Entries in extemporaneous speak
ing include Phifer, Pulich, Biddick,
and Griffiths, the four men debaters,
and the two women debaters. It is
probable that several other entries in
extemporaneous speaking or oratory
will be selected from the lower divi
sion classes in public speaking and
fundamentals of speech.

All this, I am told, is healthy.
Those meetings were as close as we
could get at the moment to truly
Monteparnassian
glamour.
We
drank black coffee, because black
coffee was as close as we could get
at the moment to that extremity of
romantic wickedness suggested by the
very word absinthe, or Cointreau. We
listened carefully while the contribu
tion of each member was read, and
then proceeded en masse to tear it OPEN TOURNAMENT
to shreds. So the evenings were long,
The tourament directors, Dr. Mcand progressively vicious.
Call, director of forensics for the
After suffering the most gross mal College of the Pacific and Stockton
treatment at a few of these brawls, Junior College, and Louis Sandine,
your crafty correspondent at last varsity debate manager, asked e'spechit upon a scheme which, in his own cially that an invitation be extended
eye at least, made him proof against to anyone interested in either of these
any attack, the enemy could muster. speech forms. They should see one of
We had decided after much con them in the speech office as sooh as
fusion and bickering that the only possible. It costs nothing for local
valid criterion for judging a literary junior college students to enter this
effort was contained in the question; tournament, and many should obtain
Does it accomplish what its author actual competitive experience.
intended it to accomplish?
Dr. Roy C. McCall further stated,
There follow two possible eva "Since this is an academic, cultural,
sions. You could either write a and social affair designed primarily to
splurge so unintelligible that you improve the individual, I think many
knew quite well deep in your black Stockton Junior College students
heart that it coudn't accomplish any should participate in this tourna
thing at all, or you could fashion ment'.'
The tournament schedule for
with diabolical care a masterpiece
designed to enrage the entire mem Thursday follows: Registration from
bership, and assert blandly in the 10-12; general assembly at 1:00; exface of all the screaming and de temp. drawings at 1:15, and speaking
preciations, that this was precisely at 2:15; and debates at 4:30, 7:30
the effect you intended it to accom and 8:45. Friday morning finds explish. The flaw in this device prov temp. drawings at 8:45 and speaking
ed to be that there was always some at 9:45, and oratory at 10:45. The
perverse soul who refused to get Weekly will carry complete sched
ules next week.
mad.

Seniors Say
Snow Party
'Sno Party!

Swinging into the second week of strenuous rehearsals, "Mile. Modiste"
occupied the center of Conservatory activities this week as both individual
and group practices were held. Over one hundred students are expected
to participate either on the stage, backstage or in the orchestra pit in the
course of the operetta which will be presented February 17, 18, and 19.
•'Tickets are available at the box office
at the present time and students are
urged to buy their tickets as soon as
possible.
Outstanding in this year's biggest
campus show will be the costumes
which have been made by the ward
robe crew, under the direction of
Faye Lovegren and Margaret Lefever, from special fabrics imported
from New York. All costumes, with
Dirt. •. much
the exception of dress clothes for the
men, are to be made by students, the
Agree With Men
men's apparel coming from cosAnd now the women have their tumers.
inning!
ALL-COLLEGE SHOW
In the last issue of the Weekly
Although presented on the Little
B. F. (Before Finals), the stalwart Theatre stage and under the direc
males stepped to the fore and regis tion of both DeMarcus Brown and
tered their opinions of the school Dean Elliott of the Conservatory,
scandal sheet in no uncertain voices. the musicale is to be an All-college
'Tis said that Hell hath no fury like production with parts being taken
a woman scorned, and brother, it's by both music majors and outside
the truth. The fair sex, perhaps students.
vexed by the apparent neglect, tore
Stage settings are expected to be
into your roving reporter like a Goldthe most lavish and colorful of the
wyn "Hurricane."
current season with De Marcus
Following are some of the choice
Brown arranging the background for
remarks, sexvituperative and very
Pacific's musical gambolings. Musical
little otherwise, picked up from prom
arrangements are being made by
inent women of Pacific campus. The
Horace Brown and Francis Bowerlist includes faculty as well as un
man while John Crabbe is stage
dergraduate readers.
manager.
MISS KNOLES: "Generally speak
ing, the paper is as good as it has SHOW CAST
ever been, but the tone of the fea
The cast for "Mile. Modiste" fol
ture page is somewhat childish. I lows:
guess some students like that sort of
Fanchette, Virginia Brown; Na
Johnny Jones meets Suzie Q. stuff, nette, Margaret George; Footmen,
but I'm afraid that I don't appreciate Louis Farone, Harmon Ginn, Vincent
it."
Peck, Russell Aitken; Mme. Cecile,
MISS PIERCE: "The Weekly Nelda Ormiston; Gaston, William
has improved considerably, although Workman; Fifi, Norma Bentley;
some of the columns are anything but Marie Louise, Betty Groves; Capt.
charming. News coverage is much Etienne de Bouvry, Erwin Ruff;
better."
Lieut. Rene la Motte, Doug Taylor;
MISS BRENNIMAN: "A good Henri de Bouvray, William Ramsey;
balance between superior and infer Hirem Bent, Howard Thurston; Mrs.
ior material. The news page is fine, Hiram Bent, Anne Blundell; Gen
but the feature page leaves much to eral, Hubert White; Bebe, Verna
be desired. There is very little writ Dunstan.
ing ability displayed in some of the
With but two weeks remaining be
columns."
fore final production, orders are al
JOYCE DUNKERLEY: "Some
of the columns are terrible in their ready pouring in for reserved seats.
frankness, and they should be toned As the show is not available to stu
down. The news coverage seems ade dents on activity cards, the student
quate, although more news from body is urged to purchase tickets at
(Continued on Page 3)
an early date.

Dese Dames
Don't Dish

37 Stranded In Storm
"Hell hath no fury—" like a Cali
fornia snow storm.
Thirty-seven Pacific Student Asso
ciation members and professors prop
ped open bloodshot eyes without the Tossed about ffiy the winds of chance (and Northern California) these six Bengalites flopped
at
Bottom up (!) they read
slightest fear Tuesday morning to Cold Springs Inn after digging a Greyhound bus out of a snow drift.
face the rigors of a semester's regis Evelyn "Snow" King, Vince "Chilblains" Peck, George "Anti-F reeze" Blaufuss, Shay "Blizzard"
Barnett, George "Drifted" Bralye, and Bobbin Cay "Snow White" Peck.
tration. They had faced the worst
the night before when they had been
forced to dig their way out of snow
banks while visiting the Mother Lode
section.
Four Stockton Junior College girls,
Bessie Fraser, Barbara Owens, Mary
Day Martin, and Hearrie Wooley,
were stranded in a cabin nearly four
Any alumnus who lias in
miles off the main highway at Pineformation on past Bengal ath
crest but were in little danger as
Get your Dinks!!! Be sure
letic history is requested to
they had a large supply of food and
you study your Frosh Bible!!!
send his data to Robert L.
fuel.
Know the Frosh Command
Breeden, Pacific's athletic dements if you care to stay
The larger party, consisting of 33
rector.
whole. No talking or walking
Although there have been at
seniors and faculty advisers from
Dr. William J. Miller, head of the
with women for six(6)weeks!
tempts from time to time to
Geology Department of U. C. L. A.,
the College of the Pacific was forced
Wear Frosh dinks at all times,
keep records of Pacific's his
will present the second of the Paci
to dig its way out of a snow bank
except when in class or living
tory both in athletic events and
fic Lecture Series next Wednesday,
when the Greyhound bus in which the
quarters! Dinks may be se
growing traditions, there is no
February 9, at 7:30 in the Pacific
cured from the Book Store
accurate source available con
party was returning from Pinecrest
Auditorium. His subject wil be,
for a nominal charge. Tra
taining the origin of such tra
"Our Sierra Nevada."
stalled in a drift. The girls spent
dition is a strong factor—ask
ditions as the orange and black
Dr.
Miller,
a
native
Californian,
the night at Cold Springs Inn while
one of your high Frosh. Lakes
color of the schools, the name
lias made a special study of this out
men in the group worked the bus
are icy cold this time of year—
"Bengals"
or
the
name
standing mountain range throughout
into more open roadway.
walking is-hard and dangerous
"Tigers". -- •
.his college career. He is a gradu
Although both parties were the ob
in the wee hours past midnight.
Mr. Breeden hopes that there
ate of the College of the Pacific, and
jects of much concern in both news
will be sufficient response on
A good Frosh is a sensible
a former member of the local faculty.
paper accounts and radio broadcasts
the part of the older alumni to
Frosh!!!
Later study earned him an M. A.
there was no serious danger as help
warrant more complete filing
This semester's incoming
was near at hand. Faculty members
of our traditions. News from
class is no exception to the old
with the Senior class members were
any source, either newspapers,
traditions! Get your Frosh
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Burns and Mrs.
yearbooks, or other periodicals
commandments in mind—then
C. G. Patton.
will be appreciated.
be sure to obey them!

Grads Asked
For

Contributions

Faculty Men Scanty-Pant
Vien-Women Relations Through Torrid Play
To Be Discussed

Pacific Grad
To Lecture
Wednesday

New Frosh
Please

Take Heed!

Former Pacific Student
Returns From Europe

Grading Trends

All this reminiscence is not entirely
pointless. I am trying to'indicate as
agreeably as I can the very disagree
able fate that can befall these socie
ties if they are allowed to degenerate
1£•
and grow in upon themselves, with
Wuxtry!
Jacoby
Seduces
Fenix!
no better purpose than to provide the
One of the best-posted authorities
members an opportunity to go on a on the Pacific Coast in the field of
Georg Meyers Completes Four-Month Tour
By BUFORD BUSH
Forty-seven schools including Pa
monthly jag of black coffee and men-women relationships, Mrs. Fay
cific recently combined in a survey
This is the day after!
literary hair-pulling.
Goleman, will lead a series of in
Have you ever chased an ocean-going freighter1 on a bicycle? ueu/g, concerning marking practices and
The all-male production "The Trojan Women" presented by-the Pacific f
* * *
formal discussions on this topic,
Meyer,
former Pacific student and Director of Publicity, has. From Le grade point markings. The survey
Faculty, men has come, has been scened, and has gone, hut the fragrance I
starting Wednesday, February 16, at
Havre,
France, to Antwerp, Belgium, to Rotterdam in Holland, Georg has served as basis for comparison
lingers on.
Club Aims?
4 o'clock in the ' Y" rooms.
followed the U. S. freighter "Cardonia", hoping at each port that some and is indicative of certain education
To touch hut briefly upon.the production is to blithely remark that it con- I
We don't have to look far from
This series, which will probably be
sailor would "jump ship.
At^lotterdam this happened, and he was able al trends in the field of marking stud
sisted of two acts, twenty-five scenes,-*
: :
:
ent effort.
home to know what Stevenson meant
bi-monthly feature, was arranged
to work his way home from a five--*
advances
Four questions were asked each
when he disavowed his age as one by Alice Michelson. Dealing with one intrusion, and three interludes; succumbs to the flirtatious
month tour of Europe.
izations, as has education generally. school, including:
which "persistently rejected the ser the deep, underlying problems of men was an early Greek drama, but un of "frail and fragrant" Farey, the Straight-forward, down-to-earth
The
family
is
now
the
important
With his friend A1 Drennan of
1.—Will you indicate the system of
vices of the most serviceable." Be and women, the discussions should fortunately not early enough to have pride of the Queen's court, who not speaker is Dr. W. J. Miller, U. C.
economic unit of the strong national marks which you use, and if you use
longing as we do to the species be of vital significance to every stu been lost to memory; was magnifi only succumbs but passes completely L. A. Geology head and Pacific Bakersfield, Georg .left Stockton last
cently cast, which is not satire for out in the aroused-passion embraces alumnus, who speaks here next September, riding his bicycle as far structure.
credit points, the points assigned to
which crucifies Christ, and sets Jean dent on the campus.
-as Lovelock, Nevada. There the
we mean just that; with music by of Fenix's amorous'struggle.
Wednesday.
Army service is said to be volun each symbol?
Val Jean to picking oakum, we are
Mrs. Goleman has an unusually Bodley and laughs by Werner.
boys decided to try the train this tary. However, if the youth reaches
likewise given to sponsoring in col fine grasp of her subject and a
2.—Have you made any change in
In the resulting melee, Farey ends
time and traveled to New Orleans, the age of "25 without having vol
leges any number of "little groups unique straight-forward method of
The property man, being evidently up in the tent and Fenix off-stage as
your marking system or in credit
where they hopped a freighter to unteered, he usually is drafted by
which, like political offices in a de presentation and leading group dis
bit befuddled by the enormity of into the enemy encampment sneak from Stanford and a . PhD. from
point values within the last five
Bremerhaven, Germany. The trav lot.
mocracy, are rarely attractive to the cussion. At Asilomar, her group on his task in providing stage settings, two smart boys, "Hercules" Werner Johns Hopkins.,
years? If so, briefly explain.
elers
separated
in
Breman,
Don
go
very persons who might give them men-women relations was the best at misplaced a Sears Roebuck tent and "that Ballet skirt" Jacoby in
3.—Has your institution any adopt
The Nazi program dominates every
FORMER ASCP HEAD
ing
on
to
England
and
back
to
the
some importance.
ed or recommended distribution of
sphere
of
German
life.
It
is
inten
tended discussion class of the con which was found center stage by the search of the championship girdle
While attending the College of the U. S., while Georg continued his
audience, while two kitchen chairs which by now is. being worn by
marks to serve as a guide to instruct
The literary club has its place as a ference.
Pacific, Dr. Miller was active in tour by bicycle. Cycling 1800 miles, sely popular with the populance, who
occupying upstage and one apple box Fenix,
pleasant little social body devoted to
recognize and' approve, as most of ors? If so, what?
All students are urged to attend
campus
life,
including
a
term
as
presi
he
visited
seven
countries,
Germany,
down stage completed the arrange
4.—Approximately, how are your
aims that are vaguey but not too con
and bring their problems.
Mr. Werner's take-off of "Hercu dent of the Associated Students of Czechoslovakia, Switzerland, France, us do not, its eventual aim.
ments which served admirably every
sistently intellectual. But the person
Since his return Meyer has been actual grades distributed over a year
Belgium, Holland and England.
les" as an unwilling martyr to a the College of the Pacific.
phase of the drama.
who enters one because he seriously
or term?
reputation leaves no room for doubt
Being interested chiefly in Ger employed by the Stockton Record,
Dr. Miller's was a Pacific romance,
cares about writing . . . might just
The plot was thick almost to the —'Werner is good. . The splinter
Mrs. Miller being the former Pearl many, Georg made his headquarters and he hopes to return to Pacific CREDIT POINTS
as profitably go off by himself and
point of stagnation, but easily per foot and the flight from "sword wav Brenniman, art major at Pacific and in Dresden where another Pacifil next fall.
In response to the first question,
play tiddle-de-winks.
ceptible to a sense of humor, and ing" Fenix and subsequent disap sister of Professor Marie Brenni student, Katherin Austin, was study •
Pacific joined one of the minor
This new aggregation looks some
moved along with remarkable dis pearance into the many purposed man of the College of the Pacific ing at the Mary Wigrnan school .of
groups as only four schools awarded
what more hopeful. At the_ first
jointed swiftness
grade points on the basis of three
tent is a roar provoker but the battle faculty.
dance. From Dresden, where he also
meeting we were even sufficiently
Well under way with the prelim
for an "A", two for a "B", one for
Act I—Scenes 1 all the way between Jacoby and Fenix, which
Dr. Miller is well known nationally visited the celebrated China factor
reasonable to elect officers quite de inary committee meeting in Fresno
"C", and none for "D", and minus
through to 25, finds "Queen of the culminates in the abduction scene is as a writer on subjects connected ies, many side trips were made.
corously, and to arrange to make last month are plans for the Second
one for failure. Interesting to note
Amazons" Coder being petutantly re indescribable. Jacoby yanks out his with geoogy. Several times his arti
The observation of political and
ourselves a constitution. It seems to Annual Conference of the Y. M. C
in this question was the indication
buked by her charming husband, sword (barely avoiding the removal cles have been accepted by the Na economic Germany proved extremely
me that there is now an opportunity A. and Y. W. C. A. groups of San
by five schools that they used no
"Egyptian curl and all" Farey, for of his ballet skirt) jumps into a tional Geographic Magazine. Other interesting. The efforts of the gov
for the group, instead of concentrat Joaquin Valley junior colleges, to be
point system. One school uses credit
seemingly neglecting him in the fron-. shinny" stance and together with writings of his include several texts ernment to make Germany self-suping esoterically upon itself, to ful held at Sequoia Lake, March 11, 12.
points for office purposes and not for
tier camp while she fights the Greeks. Fenix progresses in to an Egyptian and books on geology.
porting have caused much hardship,
fill something of its purpose
graduation requirements.
and 13.
but are generally successful in con
Farey's portrayl of the reverse Eng glide as a prelude to a "buck andOn one of his last appearances lo
which should be to foster interest
Another group of schools uses the
At the first committee meet, Pa lish, perfumed husband of the Ama wing" which builds in the Big Apple
MANHATTAN, Kan., Feb. 2—
trolling both production and distri
cally,
Dr. Miller received an honor
and proficiency in writing.
cific, San Jose State, Fresno State zonian queen was accentuated by a ends with the conquering of Fenix
bution to the advantage of the State Students at Kansas State College, percentage system with sixty as the
ary degree from his alma mater on
This college has always lacked
dissatisfied with college life, have passing mark. This group in turn is
and Bakersfield J. C. were represent pair of expressive hands and a shrug (nice lady) when Jacoby reduces
its seventy-fifth anniversary. He has as a whole.
student magazine for the sort of ed. Delegates from C. O. P. were that did everything but talk. "Burma" her to subduction by kissing.
organized "gripe sessions," at which divided into two groups, the first
The
enthusiasm
of
the
Germans
held teaching positions at Hamilton
creative and critical work which has students Florence Pang and Bill Burns, blowing his own fan-fare, in
The gag line of the performance College, Smith College, and U C. for their government is almost in they pan the faculty and air their giving a "One" for marks ranging
from ninety to one hundred. The
no place in the Weekly. Hidden Becker and S. C. A. Secretary Joyce terrupts this touching domestic scene- is in this scene when Jacoby between
credible, and quite sincere. To those grievances.
L. A.
second group awarded a "Three" as
here and there on the campus there Dunkerley.
to announce a Greek, Robert Wright, impassioned smacks says, "Have you
under thirty, . the Nazi State is a
Chief complaint of students at
the highest mark. -Both groups pro
are persons of distinctive ability to
Virginia Lohman of Fresno State who submits, with gestures and the had enough?" and Fenix goes into NEW TICKETS READY
r¥ligion and a life philosophy. Social Kansas State College, as voiced at
gressed from those marks in regu
whom the "Scroll and Stylus" might and Becker of Pacific were chosen help of "Amazon Army" Larsen an another seance with a, "I don't think
organization is complete and effective. a recent meeting, is that of comlar order, awarding each successive
Dr. Farey, chairman of the Lecture
act as a magnet.' Not by offering
co-chairmen of the conference, ultimatum from "Hercules" Werner I ever shall".
Ali ages belong to government-spon- pulSOry military training for all men
mark in decile progression.
Committee,
announces
that
those
who
them membership, but by providing and the theme "The Fundamental for "Queen" Coder to meet him,
sored
organizations,
the
uniforms
of
students,
It ends with the retreat of Jacoby received last year's lecture series
MODERN TRENDS
them a place where their work might Values of Life" was selected by the girlie and all, for the championship
which they are proud and anxious
with a more than willing Fenix slung tickets due to an unexpected shortage
Oliver Riley of Stafford, Kan., who
be seen by other people.
Three institutions indicated a turn
of
the
Women's
World.
The
valiant
to
wear.
At
the
age
of
fourteen
the
group.
.
over one brawny shoulder and the in printing can get their new tickets
It is my feeling that interest in a
boys join the "Jugend" society,_ a spoke at the first "gripe session" in toward the more modern conception
The next committee meeting lias queen, in departing, plays right into return of "Queen" Coder for the ex
at the door Wednesday or in his of semi-military
venture of this sort and the need been called for Frsno, Sunday, Feb the "haven't you forgotton some
organization
which opposition to compulsory military of either "Pass" or "Fail" marking.
press purpose of spanking "husband" fice any time previously. Single ad
for it is felt in circles other than ruary 13.
provides excursions for all to the training, proposed that the students Two schools allow the individual
thing" interlude when Coder forgets
Farey. Unfortunately Farey having missions to the lecture cost 40c for
the Weekly Office. Whether it could
important parts of Germany.- The petition the state legislature to re professor to determine his own meth
to kiss her darling husband Farey.
been in the tent with "Here" Werner
be supported depends on whether
youths are allowed to see the beauty
With the eventual departure of the has traded personalities and incident- adults and 30c for students.
od of marking, while one school
you and I would like to support it inviting replies and suggestions. Queen to meet Hercules while leav
Succeeding lectures on the Pacific and value of their country and their peal the law requiring all male stu makes provision for no comment and
ly clothing and the roaring lion com
Lecture series will feature Mrs. M. resultant enthusiasm welds together dents to study miitary science.
by reading it and writing for it. More than that ... we are begging ing her miffed husband and the Belt
allows the teacher to pass or fail
plex so startles the Queen that she
F. Gifford on techniques in speech a1 unanimous and vigorous body of
More significantly, would we be wil them. Because at last there seems
Other student complaints were
h'ls own discretion. One school
in the custody of "sister" Fenix faints into a most convenient chair.
correction, March 9, and Warden citizens.
ling to pay twenty-five cents for it to be a glimmer of hope that the
las ^le
So
the
fast
farce
ends
as
Farey
against
college
rules
requiring
stu!
system which
James A. Johnston of Alcatraz Is
The social function of the family
if our names, by some accident, hap resusticated "Scroll and Stylus" may comes the greatest "davenport scene"
interpreted means honor work, di
departs for Greece with Here, the
dents
to
attend
assembly
and
forever
played
on
a
couple
of
Kitchen
land Federal Penitentiary on crim is disappearing, being taken over by
pened not to he on the cover?
be given the chance to live up to its
ploma quality work, and satisfactory
inology, April 6.
the Nazi youth and political organ-' bidding smoking on the campus.
(Continued on Page 3)
chairs. "Woman Warrior" Fenix
This is a trial balloon. We are name.
work respectively.

S. C. A. Conference
Being Promoted

H

AS THE DRIVEN SNOW

Maybe They Got
Somethin' Here!
Collegians Gripe!

Traced

Through Survey

P
AGE
EDITORIAL

PACIFIC WEEKLY
BILL BECKER, News Editor

TOM RIPPEY, Editor
DORIS WAKEFIELD, Feature Editor

BOB WILKINSON, Rewrite

DANNY GASSBERG, Sports Edit0r

1937

Member

s/£r

swa^

n

1938

Dissociated Golle&kite Press

GREGG PHIFER, Desk Editor

NOW
BIG BROTHERS

....AND....

HAIL, THALIA, MIGHTY MUSE!

for the first time in recent Pacific history were swarming over
the campus this week, guiding bewildered neophyte Benga
through the intricacies of registration. Some forty-two new
comers battled their way through initiation into the labyrinth o
higher education tinder the wings of nearly fifty
experience
volunteer advisors.
The movement has quite a history. Several months ago,
fessor Jacoby drew together a group of men who he though would
be deeply enough interested in the improvement of general school
conditions to gather each Sunday for discussion on contemporary
campus problems. Since that time they have mulled over such
topics as subsidization, campus and off-campus living arrange
ments, and the possibility of the movement which has been sue i
a success this week.
,
That the idea is feasible and workable has been demonstrated
by those who participated in this first attempt. Just what course
will be followed in the future remains to be seen, although at the
present the principal question seems to be whether to establish^ the
movement into a permanent organization, with provision
for immediate swinging into action at the beginning of each
semester, or whether it should remain merely a spontaneous]
action put into effect by those who are interested.
The general effect of the "Big Brother" movement has been to
leave the freshmen, who came into contact with the efforts of the |
group, feeling more in the run of things and, more than likely, with
less homesickness than has been the case in the past.
In all events it has probably left the frosh feeling far more in
sympathy with the campus and without doubt given them a better
impression of general Bengal hospitality than has been the case in
previous years.
_
So it seems in place to suggest that perhaps it might not be sue 1
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DAFFY DILL
WE'RE GLAD YOU'RE HERE
Welcome to all new students, and
we're mighty glad you're here. Don't
forget to develop your school spirit
immediately!
(MUDDY GRASS)
February twelfth is the date for
the GEK-36 Mardi Gras which is
to be held at the Hotel Stockton. It
should be good—those kids put on
swell dances.
SNOW WEEKEND
Mid-semester found the campus
practically deserted—Harrie Wooley
entertained Bessie Fraser, Barbara
Owen, and Mary Day Martin at lifer
cabin in I'inecrest. She also pro
vided them with much publicity via
newspapers and radio, while they
were snowed in. Contrary to radio
reports, however, the girls were not
starving, not freezing, and not par
ticularly worried . . . The Senior
Snow Party also spent a snow-bound
night at Cold Springs and returned to
C. O. P. Tuesday a. m. in seemingly
fine condition . . . Central California
Ski Club spent Sunday in Strawberry.
They will return to Pinecrest next
Sunday for the tournament in which
Johnny Reese, Jack Dietz, and Ernie
Reed will strut their stuff. Lots of
luck, kids . . . Zeke Evans has not
yet set the date of his snow dance—
we're waiting!
TENNIS FANS
Tuesday night found Fanny Hall
mark,, Bok Wentz, Dick Donnelly,
Don McKinley, Marv Genetti, Bobbie
Lee Campbell, Marge Nowell, and
Dean Jim Corson at the Auditorium
wagging their heads to the drives,
volleys, aces and whatnot of Vines
and Perry.
PRESIDENT'S BALL
Songster Don McKinley warbled
pretty tunes as part of the prelim
to the dancing. Pacific studes by the
score turned out to dance in order
that some child might walk again.
PARTINGS
Sorrowful good-byes on the part
of many former students who are
leaving us this semester. We know
they regret leaving Pacific. Gloomblye, pliz!

New Students Ruth Barnes
Invited By
Announces
S. C. A.
Troth

DinnerGiven Tau Kappa To
To Honor Preside At
Students
Dance

C H A I R M A N

The Fresh Y Club will present the
first event on the social calendar for
the spring semester when it becomes
host to the enrolling Freshman in an
evening of recreation and entertain
ment in the Student Christian Asso
ciation Rooms on February 10.

At a formal dinner at the Little
Gypsy Tearoom, Miss Ruth Barnes
announced her engagement to Mr.
Wesley Hull. The news was told by
tiny bridesmaids and best men hold
ing place cards for the group of close
friends assembled.

The welcome to the new Freshman
will replace the Weiner Roast-Sca
venger Hunt scheduled for the same
date, for the prospects of rain which
forced a previous cancellation during
last semester have again made it
necessary that the event be definitely
postponed.

Honoring Mary Galton and Irwin
Farley, recent S. C. A. delegates to
the convention in Oxford, Ohio, the
council of the Student Christian As
sociation presided at dinner in the
Tau Kappa house Friday, January
28.

Those attending were Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Compton, Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Eakes, Misses Jean Weir, Bar
bara Harrison, Norma Bentley, and
Messrs. Lawrence Short, Harmon
Ginn, and Douglas Taylor.

Rae Hungerford and Helen Hall
arranged acacia blossoms and pine
boughs attractively about the room.

Recreational activities for the even
ing will be planned and executed
by the ne\yly created S. C. A. Re
creational Staff consisting of Betty
Rae Stone, Orville Fletcher and Buford Bush. The Staff is at present
conducting the regular Tuesday even
ing hour of folk dances and planning
a series of monthly social evenings
for the entire Association but will
co-operate in an effort to build the
Frosh Club social program.
Decorations will be impromptu and
informal as plans to make a crea
tive evening will be heightened by
competing teams which will create al
lotted portions of the room decora
tions from newspapers and paste. The
ingenious results will be judged by
the faculty sponsors for workman
ship, novelty, and ability displayed.
Similar events demanding laugh pro
voking creations will vie with circle
games, mixers and brain teasers de
signed to entertain and amuse the
Freshman guests.

Miss Barnes is a senior student at
Pacific where she is majoring in
music. She is a member of Mu Eta
chapter of Mu Phi Epsilon, national
honorary music society, and of the
Organists Guild and the A Cappella
Choir.
Mr. Hull is a graduate student at
the College of the Pacific. He holds
membership in Phi Mu Alpha, na
tional honorary music society, and is
also a member of the A Cappella
Choir.

Miss Virginia Brown, assistant to the registrar in the Junior Col
lege, arranged the program for the faculty reception honoring
new students last Wednesday night. The event was held in the
rooms of Anderson Hall and was under the direction of Dean
Both students have majored in mu Opal Berg.
sic at Pacific and have recently ap
peared in several recitals. They have
set no definite date for their wed
ding but_ it is planned for sometime
in J une.

Blue candles lit the table at which
Mrs. Charles Gulick, Miss Ellen Deering, Mrs. Fred Ellis, and Mrs. R. A.
Brady presided as hostesses. Fred
Abbott arranged the informal pro
gram.
Honoring the travelers were Bob
Bovey, Bill Morris, Martin Pulich,
Florence Sato, Beth Dodds, Irvin
Grubbs, Rae Hungerford, Helen Hall,
Rudy Rivera, Fred Abbott, Buford
Bush, Harmon Ginn, • Jean Abbott,
Dwayng Orton, Bob Burns, Mrs. Bert
Swenson, Harold Jacoby, James Cor
son, Mrs. Charles Gulick, Ellen Deering, Mrs. Fred Ellis, Mrs. R. A.
Brady, Mrs. Robert Burns, Dr. Ro
bert Frost, and Dr. Tully C. Knoles.
Both Miss Galton and Mr. Farley
told of their experiences on the trip
East.

Carrying out an annual tradition,
members of Tau Kappa Kappa will
be hostesses Saturday night, Febru
ary 12, at a colorful Valentine dance.
Colors and decorations will carry
out the theme and couples will dance
to the music of Ken Little's orches
tra.
Committees have been appointed by
President Aline Durst to arrange the
affair. Music will be be taken care
of by Betty Smith, chairman, Joyce
Bovey and Vernice Pringle. Doro
thy Dinublio will be in charge of
decorations. Assisting her will be
Jean Walcott, Rae Hungerford, and
Evelyn Ward. Helen Hall will be
chairman of the refreshment com
mittee aided by Betty Smith. Clean
Up will be managed by Elizabeth
Douglas, chairman, Barbara Gam
mons, and Edna Clark.

Sinfonetta Held
With Bach
Theme

Faculty Welcomes New Maradean Pease
Club
Honored By
Pacific Students

SOCIAL
CALENDAR
FRIDAY, Feb. 4—
Basket Ball Game
Bacific Gym.
Phi Mu Alpha Pledging
Anderson Hall.
SATURDAY, Feb. 5—
Basket Ball Game
Pacific Gym.
Rehearsal
Auditorium.
MONDAY, Feb. 7—
Rehearsal
Auditorium.
Chorus
Auditorium, 7:00.
TUESDAY, Feb. 8—
Recital
Auditorium, 8:15.
WEDNESDAY, Feb. 9—
Pi Gamma Mu Lecture
Anderson Hall..
S. C. A. Meeting
Anderson Hall, 7:00.
THURSDAY, Feb. 11—
Student Dance
Gym, 7:00.
Mu Zeta Rho Banquet
House, 6:30.
Frosh Club Scavenger Hunt
8:00-11:00.

The "Back to Bach" program was
given by La Sinfonetta, women's FRIDAY, Feb. 12—
string ensemble directed by Miss
Omega Phi Informal
House, 8:00
Virginia Short, Sunday, January 23,
Basket Ball Game
in the College of the Pacific Audi
Reno Nevada.
torium. The final number by Bach
was an unusual feature.
The Bach Triple Trio Piano Con
New students were the guests of solos, Norman Lamb entertained with
certo received its first presentation
Personal invitations are being ex
Miss Maradean Pease, who will be in Stockton witli Wilhelmina Harthe faculty Wednesday evening in several selections on his violin. The
tended ' to all new Freshman by a
Anderson Hall at a reception. Dean string trio, consisting of Lawrence come the bride of Mr. Herschel Bur- bert, Miriam Burton, and Albert
Alpha
The'ta
Tau's
Mothers'
Club
committee functioning under the di
Opal Berg was in charge of the de Short, Jeanne Weir, and Camille son of Lodi February 20, was the Elliot the soloists.
rection of Jane Abbott and Ardis will preside at one of the first spring
lightful event, and she was assisted Goff, played incidental music. Ac honoree at a dessert card party
bridge
parties
of
February
9,
at
the
Romance" by Sibelius, which
Singleton of the Frosh Cabinet.
by Janet Cole, acting president of companists for the evening were given by Mrs. G. M. Haskell and opened the program, was also a first
sorority
house
oil
the
campus.
This
Refreshments, which are still of an
her daughter, Mrs. Carl Ogden of
the Associated Women Students, Virginia Sack and Alvin Learned.
performance here and was in obser
unknown quality and quantity, are announcement was made by Mrs.
New students were welcomed by Modesto, Thursday evening, January vance of the seventy-second birth
Maradean Pease, and Beth Dodds.
Frank
Lyons,
president,
and
she
has
being arranged for by Grant Colliver
29.
Guests were received by Dean Jack Collins, president of the Fresh
named the following committees for
day anniversary of Jean Sibelius,
and Sam Chaney.
(Continued from Page 1)
Small tables were decorated with
Berg, Dean and Mrs. C. E. Corbin, man class, and Art Irish, sophomore
the affair.
considered one of the four greatest
Dean and Mrs. James Corson, Prin prexy. In his capacity as president green tapers in crystal holders and living composers.
curtain falls, and the curtain calls
Decorations will be planned by
cipal and Mrs. Dwayne Orton, and of the Stockton Board of Education, clusters of China lilies.
Patrons
and
patronesses
of
La
started.
Mrs. Hubert Baxter and Mrs. A. L.
Those who met to enjoy the even
Mr. Ernest A. Dunstan also ex
Mr. Robert Wright.
Sinfonetta were Colonel and Mrs.
Owen; Mrs. F. E. Bishop and Mrs.
The fashionable costuming of the
Miss Virginia Brown, assistant to tended a welcome to the entering ing were MesdameS Morris, Haran, B. C. Allin, Messrs, and Mesdames
Ernest A Dunstan are in charge of the registrar and a former Pacific students. On behalf of the faculty, Ha'rrol Heflin, Robert George, and
characters was undoubtedly an out
arrangements; unusual prizes are be student, arranged the program for Dean Dwayne Orton made a short Albert Balkwell, Misses Beth Trivel- Fred H. Clarke, E. C. Stewart, F. N.
standing feature of the production
ing selected by Mrs. E. Dennison; the evening. Those taking part were speech of greeting.
piece, Vernal Lane, Laverne Carter, Vail; and Mrs. Sophie Porter, Miss
and
truly such a marvelous collec
Emily
Dodge
and
Miss
Mary
Dunne.
serving on the refreshment commit introduced by Louis Sandine, presi
Mixed flowers and tapers centered Margaret Sked, Lyle Sayles, Naomi
The following program was en tion of bath-towels, bathrobes, lace
tee are Mrs. R. L. Yelland, Mrs. dent of the Pacific Student Associa the tea table over which Mrs. Ernest Fuqua, Vangie Pease, Hazel Chea
Tully Knoles, Mrs. Fred Ferriogiaro, tion, and master of ceremonies,. Har Dunstan and Mrs. Ralph Carter pre tham, Helen Ijams, MaryatSn'a Pease, joyed ;
curtains deserves some notable men
Romance
Sibelius (1865) tion. Dr. Coder tastily attired in
and Edith Ijams.
Monte Toyon will be the scene of and Mrs. William C. Peck; those de mon Ginn and Virginia Brown sang sided.
Heart Wounds
the Asilomar reunion this weekend siring to make reservations may call
three lace curtains of various non
Last Spring
Grieg (1843-1907)
when the Cabinet Council meets. Mrs. Paul Weston or Mrs. O. V.
descript hues was only out shown by
Quintet C Major (two cellos
While there, the group will use the Wilson.
Theseus" Jacoby and his brilliant
Schubert
(1797-1828)
The attendance of many out-ofMarch is the month chosen by S. C. A. cabin.
Allegro ma non troppo
green ballet skirt cut high in both
town
mothers
is
being
anticipated.
Miss Eileen Wilson for her mar
Dr. G. A. Werner will lead the
Allegretto
front and back. "Hercules" Werner
riage to Mr. Talbert Reiman. Both discussion of International affairs
Triple Piano Concerto, C Major....
with rolled up pantaloons and long
of the young people are Stockton- and Dean James Corson will be host
Bach (1685-1750)
"Meets with my approval, I like
(Continued from Page 1)
ians and well known at Pacific.
to his cabinet.
Erwin Farey will
Wilhelmina Harbett, Miriam Burton underwear surmounted by a LOUD
everything in the paper."
Miss Wilson is the daughter "of lead the student discussion group on
other sources outside of the campus
beach towel was a striking ensemble
and Alberta Elliott, soloists
MARIAN BACH: "Shovel the
Mr. Robert Wilson, and attended the student affairs. Devotions will be
might be interesting."
dirt a little more discretely. Every
especially with his gigantic war club
Allegro
Renewed
interest
is
being
evi
local high school and the University led by Irvin Grubbs, Mary Lomprey,
MADGE HEPBURN: "Ama thing else is satisfactory."
while "frail and Fragrant" Farey as
Alegro
denced on the campus this week in teurish. Certain columns smell, news
of California. Mr. Reiman gradu Mrs. R. A. Brady, and Miss Joyce
JANE JORDAN: "The dirt is
"Homo"
in blue negligee, pink silk
Adagio
ated from Stockton High, attended Dunkerley.
the Big Sister movement. Janet Cole is not too good and more contribu not so hot. Or mebbe it's too hot.
the College of the Pacific, and re
skirt
and
a darlingly cut yellow bod
Violins
—
Ann
Blundell,
V
e
v
a
acting president of the Associated tions from the students would help Anyway, I don't like it."
On the campus, the group sponsors
ceived his degree from the Univer
(All in one
MILDRED
ARATA: "More Brown, Mildred Marsh, Elinor Ven- ice was magnificently groomed. The
the S. C. A. club rooms where tea
Women Students, has had charge of the paper a lot."
sity of California.
Miss Jacqueline Lange recently re^
dirt, the more the merrier—the tioner, Nancy Harbet, Arabell Short, rest of the cast though not so beauti
is served every Aoon to students who
providing members of the Junior Col breath).
After the wedding, the new home
EDNA CLARK: "I miss a good Weekly is doing a good job of giv Laura Blossom, Lois Smith, Edna fully arrayed had gathered unto
bring their lunches or meet for a vealed her marriage to Mr. Richard lege and College of the Pacific with
will be in Stockton where the groomEiselen, Dorothy Sack and Mercedes
Wagers, which took place in Carson
humor column like last year's Col ing us a little bit of everything."
social hour.
itself a goodly collection of choice
elect is in business.
Lawler.
City, Nevada, September 6. The entering students to guide.
JEAN
WESTRUM:
"The
gossip
lege World. The feature page is be
rags. Honorable mention goes to
news was given out by a jigsaw
Viola—Irva
Rickson,
Alice
Martin,
Patterned after the girls' organ low college standard, news is just columns are offensive. Less silly
the "dream hats" or nightmare bon
puzzle valentine at a party honoring ization, a Big Brother group started fair. Would like more news from stuff and more straight Pacific stor Jennette Morse and Shirley Overton. nets.
Miss Vesta Pinkerton, fiancee of Mr.
ies on our feature page. The news
Gello—Alix Brown, and Jeanne
Rehearsal highlights, unfortunately
to operate this semester for the same other campuses."
Herschel Mason, Jr.
is fine."
Weir.
reserved for private showing, display
FLORENCE
SATO:
"Too
per
purpose.
MINNIE SAWYER: "Never
The couple have both attended the
Bass—Evelynne Ward and Editli to some extent the woes and worries
sonal and even slanderous. Paper is
Janet Cole is taking the place of
of the producing-director, Dr. Wil
College of the Pacific. Mrs. Wagers
White.
interesting, but not always in good read it."
BOBBIN GAY PECK: "Society
liam Coder, in maintaining some sem
was a past worthy adviser of Wood- Julianne Ralston who was forced to taste. Less gossip, please."
Conductor—Virginia
L.
Short.
page needs bolstering in certain re
blance of order among his tempera
lo Assembly, Order of Rainbow leave school.
MARY GALTON: "I am amaz spects. There should be more bal
Tau Kappa Kappa Alumnae met at
mental dramatists.
for
Girls,
ofWood-Lo
Assembly
and
ed
that
the
fellows
showed
such
good
the home of Mrs. Arthur Farey last
ance in the society news. Less dirt
For instance, in the ultimation
taste in condemning some of the fea in some of the columns would be
Members of Omega Phi Alpha a member of Lodi Junior Women's
Wednesday to discuss plans for a
scene—Wright, vainly attempting to
ture material. There is not enough welcomed relief."
St. Patrick's dance in March at the will be hosts February 11 in the Club.
read his script artfully concealed in
common interest in the paper, it is
rooms of their house on the campus
sorority house.
The new home will be made on the
MARJORIE NICHOLS: "So
his lamp shade shield suddenly re
much too cliquey and catty—often ciety is not always good, but it in
Active members in the organiza at an informal radio dance. Dick Victor road near Lodi which is the
marks," the light's bad here" and is
offensive. Let's have it cleaner."'
tion," which has been meeting each Patriquin is in charge of all arrange home town of the couple.
terests me the most; some columns
admonished by Coder to double space
ments,
and
his
committees
will
be
Wednesday for a "quilting party" at
RITA FOLSOM: "Most of it's aren't worth reading. The front page
his script.
various homes are Misses Virginia announced later.
good. Better styles might help."
is pleasing usually."
Campus friends iof Bruce Handley
Or Jacoby fumbling the cue and
Young, Margaret Brooks, Anna May
MISS DEERING: "A fine college
FRANCIS HALLMARK: All of
Mrs. Cora Lynch, who is house
calling "Hercules" Werner by his
will
be
glad
to"
hear
that
he
has
been
Snook, Thelma Gilgert, Helena Jur- mother, will welcome the guests.
it is good. The dirt columns are not newspaper. The best I've seen here
Members of Tau Kappa Sorority
very active in musical presentations so bad, but Improvizations should be in many years. It is pleasing in ap held a joint dessert meeting with the favorite expression "Zeus" stops
gensen; Mesdames Ruby White,
short and blandly states: "Pardon,
Rosalie Maynard, and Bradford
at the Eastman School of Music in junked."
pearance, covers everything of inter Auxiliary of the house on Thursday but you're Hercules, aren't you? My
Champlin.
"MODERN TRENDS IN
Rochester. He has recently held
PEGGY BREED: "Highschool- est and provides students with evening. Refreshments were served names Jacoby. Pleased to meet you",
enough live material to keep things at seven-thirty and were followed by and further disrupts proceedings by
WORLD RELIGION
two major roles in productions. He ish at the best."
business meeting with Mrs. R.
pausing to shake hands.
Dads will be honored at the an is a graduate of Pacific and is work
BESSIE FRASER: "I don't like humming. Some of the things might
A critical survey of present-day Hin
be objectionable, but may be perfect Wood and Aline Durst as presiding
Still, Burns, striding the stage
my
dirt
one-sided.
If
you're
going
to
duism, Buddhism, Confiicianism, Jud- nual Fathers' and Daughters' ban ing for his M. M. degree in music
ly
all
right
from
the
students'
stand
officers. At eight-fifteen the group wearing a worried expression and a
dish it, be fair or don't give any."
quet
to
be
held
at
Mu
Zeta
Rho.
education and his B. M. degree as a
point. The Weekly seems to be truly
ism and Mohammedianism. Unitar
BEVERLEY STARR: "Dirt representative of campus opinion." was entertained by Miss Ruth Smith toga with a decided rip in its south
who showed moving pictures taken ern exposure, much to the embarassian Church, Pacific at Bristol, 11:00 Genevieve Moran, newly elected pres performer in voice at Rochester.
columns are good, fashions not so
BETTY FLICKINGER: "Some on her world tour.
ident,
has
chosen
February
10,
as
ment of the two girls who had just
o'clock this Sunday.
good. Comic strips might help."
of the columns should be restricted a
Mr. and Mrs. O. H. Ritter were sneaked in, had its moments.
the
date
lor
this
event.
PAT RAILSBACK: "Dirt is all bit. That is the only thing that de
"DISTINCTIVE
special guests of the evening.
Yes! This is indeed the day after.
.
•
^
right if it isn't too severe. Humor tracts from my enjoyment of the
Dinner will be served at six-thirty
CORSAGES"
COLLEGE ran
WANTED
needs a pick-up.
in
the
Mu
Zeta
house,
and
will
be
Weekly which is generally good."
AND TROPHIM
followed by a program and games
LA VONNE RICHARDSON:
SHAY BARNETT: "Cliqueyness
Chinese or Japanese man student
BURTON OLMSTEAD
arranged by the girls.
"It's okay with me—even the gossip
FRIEDBERGER'S
for houseboy work. Good home; on the inside pages deteriorates from
columns."
Campus Represented**
Plans for this dinner were com good wages. Phone 327. Mrs. Powell. the fine outside pages."
339
And on that friendly note, your
BABE
SAUGSTAD:
"Dirt
pleted at the house meeting last
. . JKWXLZM
109 N. Sutter
VhoM 652
spread too thick on the feature page. raving reporter (stark, staring stupnight.
ored by this time) called it quits
Otherwise no kick coming."
JUNE LANE: "Everything in the Everything the female of the species
AT THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
news line interests me. Some of said about the Weekly seems to point
out
that
the
men
were
not
far
wrong
jthe features need altering, although
For
in their diagnosis last issue. Such
I like dirt if not too vicious."
PEGGY HOWARD : "Away with agreement was absotively discomNew or Used copies of any of the Texts to be used
highbrow columns; some of the in booberating—but deadly convincing.
That is why the feature page looks
side columns could be discarded also."
Dresses
Hats
during the coming Semester;
MARGARET
T R A B E R T so different today.

Monte Toyon Is
Chosen For
Eileen Wilson To Reunion
Wed Bud Reiman
During March

Alpha Theta
Has Bridge
Party

Party

Janet Cole Heads
"Big Sister"
Jacqueline Lange Activities
Announces
Marriage

Faculty Men's
Antics
Enliven Play

CANDID COMPLAINTS FROM
CLEVER CRITICS

Alumnae Discuss Omega Phi Plans
Informal
Dance Plans
Dance

if
V
anidij
in
p
. >ts W

Miss Smith Shows
Pictures At
Meeting

Bruce Handley Is
Active In Music

Mu Zeta Honors
Fathers

VALLEY
FLORAL CO,

WANTED!

EXPERT...

Watch & Jewelry

REPAIRING
RIGHTLY PRICED

LATEST STYLES
In

and

Like Henry Ford—
We sell for small profits
We want to make only one
dollar on Dresses and fifty
cents on Hats.

The rest of

the profit is yours.

J. GLICK & SON
Jewelers Since 1876
326 E. Main Street

AC

,h«

MyLITTLESHOP
310 W. Harding Way
Telephone 3764

Sierra Theatre
FREDRIC
MARCH

and
CAROLE
LOMBARD

—in the—
TECHNICOLOR

"Nothing
Sacred"

Evening Bags
Mesh
Rhinestone
Gold

REASONABLY PRICED
at

Chas. Haas & Sons
JEWELERS

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

YOLLAND ICE &
FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 5100
Stockton, California
Office:
Miner Avenue at San Joaquin Street

We Will Also buy any College Text Books you may
have for sale whether they are to be used or not,
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Tigers End
In Cellar
Again

Forty Cinder Candidates
Greet New Track Coach

(jeldsen Kagers
"ace Busy
ebruary Sked

erry, V iocs
Show Net
Wares

Pacific Meets Chico
i n p. W. Inaugural
Plays Host to Wildcat Tonight

Bolstered by the addition of three
Tiger
American Ace Wins
;w players, Chris Kjeldsen's Cub
Cagers sail into a busy month of
B
In Local Set-to
Tiger hardwooders failed again, by
No Victories in
Revives Thinclad Activity
casaba coaxing, beginning with Yuba latest reports, in their effort to cope
This
Eight N. C. Starts
rnnference basketball champion, Chico c
City J. C. tomorrow night.
with the "big boys" of basket ball.
Grunts and groans fines*
About forty prospective track at hletes greeted Coach Earl R. Jackson
Civic
The 1937 Far
They
finished
a
deep,
grimy
last,
and
The trio of newcomers are Walt
was the fare presented at tl Tuesat the first squad meeting Wednesday. Some ten to twenty others are ex
comes to , Tiger , Town
The Bengal basketcers of Pacific pected to join the squad during the n ext few weeks, while more will fall Leaderich, Barre Stevens, and Bob so repeating last year's antics
of Stockton last
„f a two-game series terminal,ng tomorrow evening
the first of -a
went and did it again! Taking it on in line after the basket ball season rc aches its end.
hitd
the low spots of ,
too bad.
E1
r
day evening when
^ ' Senior drive in
Sailing.
Sailing and Leaderich hail
Francs' Bengals havej
^^ ^ ^ ^
^
But let's lift that leaf and dig right and Fred Perry plu Wf eU
the chin four times in a week and
Ralph rranoid.
Practice, either in the shape of indoor workouts or outside jogging from Pittsburg, while Stevens
t
and stooge
exh.bi.
m again. There's plenty of territory
a half, the Francis flingcrs completed will begin as soon as possible. 1 he+
«
;
and Berkeley Bell gh°R
of the
Stockton product.
their N. C. I. B. C. schedule minus
to tackle in this Far Western circuit,
first meet is an intramural affair,
tion of tennis for
CAGEY CHICAN
a win, and, for the second consecu
The Yuba City game, which will and maybe we'll go places in our own
IT'S AN ART
destined to take place within the next
ning
tive year, wound up in the cellar.
be played as the preliminary to the league. Maybe we have polished off '°?S'.n<l Bdl opened
month.
On January 21, Pacific played host
all the rough spots and are ready for festivity with a one set
set match
match which
Coach Earl R. Jackson earnestly
second game of the Varsity-Chico
to St. Mary's cage crew and absorb
ding-dong
whooping
good
time.
hopes for a large squad of enthusias
series here, marks the opening of
ed a 40-29 defeat. The Tigers out
On paper, and that od paper cer
tic track-minded Bengals during this,
Cal. cellar this yea .
the
fast eight-game brace of contests tainly bears down on you at times,
scored ye galloping Gaels in the sec
his first year as track mentor at the
ond half, 16-13, but the Dykesmcn College of the Pacific and Stockton
to finish
better
which will terminate the Freshman we do not figure
ion.ly
of even.
,
br„nt and mart: o
handled the situation perfectly and
season. Next on the yearling list is than in the three hole even in this have the most endurance so he: ou
Junior College. One of the principal
came through on top. Kenny Mcitz, advantages of the cinder sport, he
league. Our showing in N. C. I. B lasted the former Inter-Collegiate
Lodi Hi at the Grape City. The
sterling Gael guard, polled high scor
C. play, as compared with Nevada
believes, lies in the large number of
Tibabes will be out for revenge scores against similar opposition,
!„, ,ho
ing honors with ten points, while
Ttcf™. »»'« »»™'
participants permitted by three en
Paul Rippon, Bengalite, bagged 8
against
the
strong
Flames,
who
lick
definitely
belittles
us.
Nevada,
unless
tries in each of more than a dozen
the main event got under way. er >
Kolbus, their star eager, breaks a leg had little difficulty with Vines win
markers.
ed them handily a month ago.
events. In the past Coach Jackson
BRONCOS BUMP BENGALS
has often entered squads of 30 or 35
ning 6-2. Vines in a complete re
The remaining schedule for the or two, will breeze through
That leaves the two-spot.
Fresno versal of form neatly laced the me paring r.SS
to vtieaK
The 26th, Francis took his men to men in dual meets.
Frosh hoopers includes the following
is staking claims on that, and we will thodical Briton 6-2 in the second set rival—a \Vildcat.
Santa Clara for a close loss this time. TRACK DRAWS ATHLETES
games:
see by tonight's and tomorrow
A Bronco interim lead of 21-17 was
CHICO SEASONED
'Pacific has been losing a lot of
Feb. 12—Sonora High School at scores if they and their "shrieks" are of the match.
stretched to a 48-34 victory, with the football and basket ball athletes who
last year the brilliant Art Acker
TORRID
SET
x,asi y
,
j
rliargeS
well-founded.
Fresno plays Nevada
Barsi Batterers on the win end. are aso track men," commented JackSonora.
third and deciding match led his Cardinal and W(ute_ charges
In
the
The
"Toddy" Gianini, Santa Clara's lead
on
the
previously
mentioned
pee
ems
Feb. 17—Cal. Aggie Frosh at Davis
"I know personally of several
both players seemed still hale and to a win over the Francismen
ing forward, hooped IS points, and who wanted to come here but didn't
and the outcome will mean a great
still
un
first
game
was
close,
the
second
was
Feb. 19—Cal Aggie Frosh—here.
hearty and Perry's hair was
E. Nelson, husky center, tallied 12, because of that very reason. Track
deal to her.
more n't even funny. He is coming here
ruffled. Of the two, Vines
Vines tired
til
Feb. 25—Sonora High School—here
for scoring honors. Paul Rippon is certainly necessary for a well
So, assuming that Fresno is good
readily
and
refused
to
go
after
balls this year to try and pull the same
Feb. 26—Nevada City High—here
again held up the honor of the rounded program."
enough to take care of second place
which seemed within reach. After stunt that he manipulated on the
Orange and Black with a nine point
in the Far Western standings, we
Coach Jackson has coached foot
Vines had a 5-4, advantage Perry Wildcat court.
arrive at number three. Pacific puts
total.
ball as many yeftrs as track, but while
woke up for a brief spell to tie the
Chico has already started its tar
After holding Santa Clara to a he realizes that football is the great
her bid right here. But there
count at 5-5, and 6-6, before he Western melon campaign. They took
Frosh Beat Turlock,
comparativesly small margin of vie American college game, he believes
Wildcat in the timber who says
succeeded gracefully to the cannon the Aggie Mustangs t w i c e and drop
tory, it was hoped that the Tigers that track should be a part of the pro
got something, and I do mean
Lose
to
Marysville
ball shots of Vines by the score of
would see their first conference con gram of any institution this size.
SOMETHING." The Acker cagers
ped a double-header to Nevada N.,
8-6, which gave Vines the lead
quest when they met U. S. FYs drib Widespread student demand for
are ready to unleash their "some
the supposed "team to beat in this
Chris Kjeldsen's Catlets slipped thing" tonight and on the morrow, their series of matches to see who year's race", Eight "vets" from last
bling Dons. However this thought track program showed that this sport AL SCHLUETER—Chico guard
who
is
a
Soph
sensation.
into
their losing ways again, last so Pacific makes her defense of third plays Budge next year.
vanished quickly under the sizzling would meet a definite need on the
year's titular quintet are in hardA tame exhibition of doubles with
Wednesday night, when they journ place right now.
pace and form showed by the Fris- part of athletic-minded students for
wood harness again, three of them
Perry and Bell facing Vines "and will see Service from the opening gun
cans.
The Dons completely out an outlet for their energies.
Now that's a "spot" for the Tiger
track's contributions to the individ-. eyed to Marysville and took a close
42-30 bouncing from the jaysee if there ever was one. She comes Senior ended the program. Vines
played Pacific's mapleers in the last
tonight.
One of the reasons for Coacl ual's growth. Even the fellow who
half of the first frame, and the first Jackson's sincere liking for track ath doesn't succeed in making the varsity basketeers there. Marysville held a right out of the fury of hell, into and Senior prevailed 6-2, 6-2. Vines
Len Stenberg, visiting forward, They say
ART SWENSON'S
drew
laughs
from
the
peanut
gallery
seven
point
advantage
at
halftime.
half of the last frame, to pound out letics is the fact that the events are receives physical and mental values
the waiting arms of dear old Sol.
was highpoint conference man last hardwod antics are a sight to bt.
several
times
with
his
capers,
but
in
The fray was very close through Ah, it fascinates. All set to knock
a 54-41 "take."
so varied that men with any athletic from his track training and intra
season and was the main factor in hold. Swan graceful, is this great
out with both sides playing good over her nearest and most pressing general this match was dull after
U. S. F. APPLIES CEMENT
ability at all can usually find some mural competition."
the drubbing of C. O. P. He will he forward.
the
preceding
struggle.
"Temperamental Tony" Franusich event where they excel. Track offers
Some athletic ability, together with basketball. Towards the end of the competitor, and if ye Bengal does
back again teaming up with Art
and A1 Baylacq, "Mutt and Jeff" for a wider variety of opportunities than a determination to make good, often first half, the Tibabes sneaked into knock Chico over—a straight path
Swenson, another oldie.
wards of Northern California casaba any other sport.
times means the slow but steady im a one point lead but were forced to to the top of the pile. The "if" looms
Art Whitmer, 6-2 of Oakland eag doig, she has played smart basketball
relinquish
this
to
superior
Marys
circles, made 18 and 17 points, re FOOTBALL MEN ASSETS
provement which turns out a winner,
large and herculean, however.
Fresno vs Nevada in
er, will probably cavort at center for Nevada defeated U. S. F. twice and
ville forces. The "home" J. C.-ers
spectively, for high honors.
Pat
the
new
coach
noted.
As
an
illus
Off
hand,
discarding
loyalty,
we
Concerning spring football prac
the Chicans. He too did a load of split with San Jose, while Pacific
Dunlap, Bengal center, bucketed 12 tice, Professor Jackson couldn't see tration he cited one of his quarter- were masters of the Situation in the will say that it will be a tough,
hurt to the Orange and Black ag- could only lose four games with the
digits. This defeat locked the Cats that there should be any conflict. milers who had always run his race entire final frame.
tough battle for the Francismen to Two-Game Series
regation when they last met. Dave same teams.
in the conference cellar, and gave With a five or six week spring foot in about 53 'until in his senior year
Dale Halbert, driving Frosh cen cop division honors this year. The
FRESNO, Calif., February 3 — Sigel and A1 Schlueter will carry the
them no hope of pulling out this year, ball session, an athlete interested in he won a race in a shade over 50. ter, uncorked a scoring spree and team is there, but for some blasted,
Tonight's and tomorrow's games
The Fresno State College varsity guards, both being Frosh sensations should prove to be chock-full oi
To cap the murky gloom that had
both the pigskin and cinder path From then on he was a crack point- tallied 15 markers for the strong unknown reason it has failed to click.
overtaken Tiger Town, San Jose could come out for track before and winner.
hearted Kittens.
Failed to play the basket ball it is quintet will go into the two-game who have "come to taw" most ad excitement, with plenty of haircame here last Tuesday night and in after football. He emphasized his
» * *
capable of. Why, we do not know. series Friday and Saturday nights at mirably this season.
raising antics provided by the
flicted a 40-33 loss on the downtrod personal willingness to work with any
So,
on past performances it is only 8 o'clock with the University of TIGERS DUE FOR WIN
aforementioned combatants. Pa
Chris Kjeldsen's Tibabes recover
Nevada as the underdogs.
den Bengals. It was a close fray all football man, and said that a track
Pacific, to weigh the other side, cific must defeat Chico twice this
ed sufficiently from their prolonged logical to say, and we say it, C. O. P.
The games, to be played in the
through, due to the sloppy playing on squad really needed some, especially Those Days Are
will
do
well
to
finish
third
in
Far
will and should be an improved team weekend to go anyplace at all in
slump to win from Turlock High
both sides. Carroll and Radunich,
Western competition—and it will be Fresno High School gymnasium, are from last year. They have played the Far Western conference. II
Gone Forever!
for the weights.
School by the low score of 18-12
Far Western Conference
forward and center, had 11 points
a glorious surprise if our beloved the first
"The great personal value of track
"hot" and "cold" games ever since they can garner two from the
last. Wednesday night.
each for the Prune Pickers. Mick and field athletics," continued Coach
An English professor at Southern
Bengal casabaliers push somebody tussles for the Bulldogs during the their defeat by the Broadway Clowns
Wildcats, perhaps this basketball
Walt
Leadrich,
transfer
from
1938 basketball season.
Parsons saved 7 markers for our side. Jackson, "is that it places the indi Methodist University gets a laugh
out of second place.
Last Tuesday night, against San Jose, year will not be in vain.
Pittsburg, was high-point man for
The Wolves will come to Fresno
out
of
all
this
publicity
about
$15,000This
corner
is
wishing
you
luck,
vidual absolutely on his own. Each
they were a mite steadier than the
the game with ten points. Last night
WARMERDAM HOT
Tiger maple machine. This corner with a strong team which has a rec
participant is taught to stand on his a-year football coaches and emphasis was the first
Prune Pickers, and so they held their
game that Leadrich
ord
of
eleven
victories
this
season
on
the
"win
or
else"
policy.
knows you have the all around ability
Cornelius (Dutch) Warmerdam of own two feet—each realizes that he
own quite well. Chico may be a
played under the Stockton J. C.
over
outstanding
teams
and
fiv
Years
ago
he
was
a
football
coach
to
really
"cut
loose"
and
go
places.
Hanford, one of the world's outstand must deliver the goods as an individ
banner. Although lacking a great
They defeated the Chico comparative "soft touch" to Tiger
ing pole vaulters, is the key man on ual. This is excellent training for himself at Southwestern University deal of experience, Leadrich gives This corner would like to see you losses.
in
Georgetown,
Texas.
State
College
two games to take the cagers, now that the latter have gone
"bust out" and wind up in the sun,
the Fresno club and has scored an life in the modern world.
through a tough N. C. I. B. C. sche
"My southwestern team was one promise as a real basket ball player for you have seen too much gloom. lead in conference play.
even 100 points to lead his team
"Valuable assets of self-reliance,
by his showing in the game against
dule. That its to be seen this even
of
the
strongest
in
the
state,"
he
re
Coach
Stan
Borleske,
of
the
Bull
This
corner
knows
you've
got
a
swell
mates for scoring honors this season. nerve, and stick-to-it-iveness are
ing.
his men will have
lated.
"One day the president of Turlock.
coach, good equipment, and an ace dogs, figures
Like their big brothers, the Frosh court. So what are you waiting for. good chance to capture the confer
Acker's boys have never met in a
Southwestern and I were strolling
missed many points at the free throw Tiger ? Roar! Start tonight, and ence title if they can get over the C. O. P. casaba crew, such expert
across the campus.
'Our football team is doing well line, failing to contact thirteen free make this the beginning of a banner Nevada hump.
ball handlers as Paul Rippon, Bud
this season, isn't it," the president throws throughout the game.
Doyle, and "Missouri Pat" Dunlap.
year for Bengal athletics. We said
remarked.
The starting line-up for the game . . .ROAR!!
All three will probably open against
y
"Yes, it is making a fair record," I included Viera and Haggio at the
While we are on the subject of Ethiopians W in Two
the Wildcats.
With them wil be
replied.
forward positions, Downs at center, basket ball, it might be interesting
Mick Parsons, Francis' streamlined
"By the way," commented the pres and Durham and Halbert at the to note a few tabluated figures con In P. I. B. L
forward, and Ed "Stonewall" Koeli
ident, "who is the coach this year?" guard positions.
ler.
cerning our Orange and Black buckBy handing the Bell Telephones _
etecrs and their scoring ways—as
On paper it looks like a good, hard
28-20 shellacking last Monday night
compiled from their efforts in North
But, one never knows. Chico
Jan. 31, the Pacific Blacks maintain nght
ern California circles.
ed second place in the local Pacific has lost twice to Nevada, but, in so
Paul Rippon and Mick Parsons,
Invitational Basket Ball League.
smart stuff in forwards, head the
Previously the Pacific reserves had
parade with 55 and 49 points, re
VISITING GUARD
shaded the strong Kyle Steel club,
spectively. . They have played eye
20-19, to keep on the heels of the
catching ball all season, and don't
league-leading Union Oilers .The Oil
think rival coaches fear them not.
men have won four, lost none to the
Any time Paul starts busting in there
Blacks' record of 4 and 1. Starring
for
a
shot
at
the
rimmed
mesh,
many
EARL DAHL
LLOYD HOFFMAN
in the recent Black scrambles have
an opponent heart flutters and skips
A very busy man these days is
In case you hadn't noticed, that a few notches. Mick doesn't incite been A1 Soper and Bob Adamina.
Earl Dahl, varsity guard on the
Next: Blaney-Speckens at the Pa
fluffy-haired
blonde who makes the joy on opposition benches, either,
Seyopee basket ball five.
Earl, who
cific Gym, Feb. 8 at 7 p. m.
when
that
fleet-footed
baby
starts
dig
baskets
from
strange
and
surprising
stands 6 ft. 2 inches in his finest
hose, has been going to bat for Hal positions is Mr. Lloyd Hoffman. ging into the hardwood with Mr.
Kniveton since the shoulder injury of The former Oakland—now Lodi— Melon tucked safely away in talented future. Well, for various reasons we
hope so.
the latter. Taking Hal's place is no playboy is one of those alternate for meat hooks.
Hoffman and "Joe Baby" McWilsnap, but sophomore Dahl is doing
Back in Brooklyn, where the dod
wards who really adds a spark when liams were at it hammer and tong
plenty well besides gaining valuable
dering Dodgers of the National
he is "hot". Just ask either M. Par for third place, with the unorthodoxexperience for future years.
L i"6ey .Play i°kes. One
The former Tarzan has behind him sons or P. Rippon, both of whom styled "Hoffy" polling 33 to nab the of the jokes is to kid faithful Flat"show"
hole.
Hughie
managed
to
bush horsehide
two years of High School varsity ex have had plenty of trouble keeping
a„f
^ans 'nf° believing
perience and one year of frosh in the him out of the game until the sec score 31.
that every year will be THE year In
That's the story, with the rest bear
casaba pastime. He is one of the
other words, they have a bad season
ing small amounts and closely bunch year in and year out and come
most promising of the sophomore ond or fourth quarters.
up
ed.
A
lad
to
watch
in
future
scoring,
Hoffman
played
his
preparatory
group which seem destined to almost
with that now famous tag
Wait'll
This next year."
monopolize future teams. Earl has basket ball at Fremont High in Oak however, is Bob Adamina.
played about 50 per cent of the time land. There they say he was quite guy runs around yelling something
Well, even Brooklyn fans can stand
list SO
. are said aUinCl
so far, showing his lanky frame to the fair-haired boy^in both basket that sounds like "Hedda hedda," but just
so mnr»Vi
much, and z.1_
they
L Sai<l tO k
thf>
rr1„4-4.
r
be
the
way
he
tanked
two
successive
be
be a worthy custodian of our basket.
the gluttonest
folk
of1 all
t °
ball
and
football,
making
three
letters
goals Tuesday night opened these
As a guard, he doesn't do bad on the
out
in each. Just where his unorthodoxy eyes. A good defensive game on his at d got
shooting end either.
'
a go-gettem leader in T ,
Earl uses his ability in other lines developed we know not, but there is part will earn him frequent action on McPhail, and the daffy Dodgers £e
have sigttt
than wafting bloated balls about the no denying he has an uncanny eye Ralph's quintet.
expected to finally g0 places
$6.50
*
*
*
wh° has won h7an0ther Wil<*cat
rafters of the gym. He is equally for the basket.
n "°nors as a sonbn
mnr.
p
same.
Of more,
We don't like to mention this .
proficient in tennis and intends to
At Pacific, Lloyd has been quite but isn't this the place where you course, Tiger Town has had good guard. Bounces the casaba at
put in a serious bid for the varsity
a
factor in inter-class competition goops read about a guy named Bradnet squad in the future.
This unassuming Bengalite has cast among varied sports. Try what you dock? Yeah, that's what we thought.
his lot with the Business Ad. majors will, he can beat almost anybody Sure, we'll keep you posted, just
stick around for more "Gassberg
and plans to start thing afire around
for this school i„ athletics Tk x-6
at almost anything. Although he
Good Things."
here in his quiet, determined way.
b'g Wil 8
game with Chicago is ,,n fn
won
his
frosh
numerals
in
basket
* * «
Watch his improvement in the Far
actlon
this fall, and a ha J• I
ball, shin splints and other things
Western Conference Series.
Bill Becker, the fellow who got crew will be gladlv . ^ eat P'gskin
Before the mia
hampered his first
varsity season, promoted from this nut house to the
Spring practice due the /PP*' With Tigerlets- were
were s^as'"' ordeal, the
and he was not one of the return one on the second page of the March, there's
t
smacked down
WE MEAN JUST THATI HERE AND NOW, YOU
Colors
lo
by
ing varsity lettermen.
"tniy Wilson's San ?
Weekly, submits his All-Northern
CAN CHOOSE FROM AN AMAZINGLY COMPLETE
see fossers, 43-38
Ti
?,ncisco J*VThe Bay Region Boogey Man is Cal. Intercollegiate Basket Ball Con
Royal Blue
a gallant unhlli r' ..
e Bab«
SELECTION OF FINE SHIRTS BACKED WITH THE
Phys. Ed. major, an authority on ference quintet—first and second
made
* bit ri»C
Y"' Y Men m°re experienced8^ aga'"st a taller,
FAMOUS ARROW LABEL. A LABEL THAT SYMBO
anatomy (or was he kidding me?) teams, no less. Here they are:
'.. lcnced squad
Navy Blue
Nowadays it's a sn
! routine, neri„j
enod rally, led h
but "
LIZES IMPECCABLE STYLING AND TAILORING—
and wishes he were girl-shy. 'Nuff
a ««
last
Gianini, Santa Clara, and Minahen stitution that makes fl
n?mded in- P
1
lttsb
an
th
said!
urg b0y
° « former
THAT GUARANTEES EVERY YARD OF CLOTH TO
St. Mary's forwards; Jaeger, U. S. F -a a. it cay Teem
Maroon
f
' Vieira
°
'eira, fe"
BE SANFORIZED SHRUNK FOR PERMANENT FITcenter; Heffernan, Santa Clara, and
Green
Carroll, San Jose, guards. For the
THAT INSURES A SUPERIOR FITTING COLLAR.
second team, this bloke says it's Par
Light Gray
sons, Pacific and Franusich, U. S F
$2.00 and
forwards; Nelson, Santa Clara, cen
—with—
Sizes: 34 to ^
ter ; and Andrade and Meitz, both of
DOROTHY LAMOUR
St. Mary's, at the guards. You got
JOHNNIE DOWNS
it. Take it for what it's worth.
BEN BLUE
PRODUCERS A Mrs
K /
MCftEEGAN
* * *
—and—
Tiger Town is dotted with many
P
l o r
m e n
l o r
b o y s
h
athleticans who have taken a likW
d
Mllk
®wr«nted
Golden
r
to C. O P. We are glad to see so
®OMen Guernsey Milk
many of them. Perhaps it means a
with
ain
re et
'•STYLE STOBE
new deal in sports for the Jungle
JOHN WAYNE
Cat. Perhaps it means we are goinsr
Stockton's Sty'*
to set the world ablaze in the near

Earl Jackson Takes Helm as C. O. P.

|

Drive for 1938 Casaba" Crown
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